Iowans

ROME—Two of the five senators of a Pan American jumbo jet that was shot down and burned by Arabs in Lebanon on Saturday were not on the plane. 

Senator Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, who is chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, was not on the plane. He was not available for comment.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, who is the ranking minority member on the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, was not on the plane. He also was not available for comment.

At least two other senators, Senator John E. Kennedy of Maine and Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, were on the plane and survived the attack.

The plane was carrying a total of 156 passengers and crew members, including 145 Americans, when it was shot down and burned by a rocket fired by militants of the Palestine Liberation Organization while it was on the tarmac at Beirut International Airport.

Senator Kennedy said he was not aware of the attack until he returned to Washington on Tuesday from a vacation in the Mediterranean.

He said he had been receiving regular updates from his staff and was in close contact with officials.

"I have not been in contact with the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence," he said. "I have been in contact with my staff and I have been regularly receiving updates from them." He added that he did not know the identity of the perpetrators.

Senator Kennedy said he had not been able to contact any members of his staff or any other members of Congress to discuss the attack.

The attack came as Senator Kennedy was returning from a trip to the United States to attend the Democratic National Convention.

He said he had been traveling with a group of Americans who were also on the plane and had been able to contact them after the attack.

"They are safe," he said. "They are very, very lucky." He added that he had been able to reach them by phone and was in close contact with them.

Senator Kennedy said he had been in close contact with the American Embassy in Beirut and had been receiving regular updates from them.
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Correction

Budlin B. Buthert, dean of the University of Iowa library, has announced the resignation of Modis P. L. W. Friday as director of the library. (Dean of libraries)

The request includes a $6,000 bonus for the director's services through December, as reported in Monday's Daily Iowan. The $6,000 will be used to cover the director's cost and financial demands.

Recess hours

University of Iowa students will begin a three-week Christmas vacation and attendance will resume in January.

The university recess begins officially Friday, Dec. 22, at 12 midnight. Classes will be held through Thursday, Dec. 21, and all university offices will remain open from Dec. 20 to 23 inclusive.

Mall Library will be closed Dec. 21 and 22; State Office of Personnel Services will be closed Dec. 21 and 22 inclusive.

Campus hours will be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, Dec. 20 to 31 inclusive. The Student Union will remain open on the days before Christmas and on New Year's Day, when regular hours will resume.

Dorm residents would object to CAMBUS service cutback

By MAUREEN CONNORS

Dormitory residents would value stronger opposition to any cutback in the CAMBUS service because they use the service most, according to director for the campus mass transit program, Walter Andrus, manager of the Student Union.

According to Andrus, the University of Iowa mass transit program had been making a profit of approximately $500 per month when the cutback was announced.

Dormitory residents would have preferred that the cutback not be possible because it would have been more efficient.
Ginsburg's Jewelers

The Mall Shopping Center
Iowa City
Downtown Cedar Rapids

Einstein's Bookstore
Mon.-Sat., 9:30-9:30
Sunday 12:00-5:00

Buc Loathers
39-9:30
9:30-5:00
Tues., Sat.
12:00-5:00

Bushnell's Turtle
11:30-7:00
Mon.-Sat.

By Tim Taxer
For The Daily Iowan

The four-day work week has become the latest job-attracting incentive for workers and employers. As more companies adopt the concept and because of the soaring cost of energy, it is becoming increasingly popular.

According to the AFL-CIO's Parliamentary Research Bureau, the number of companies using a four-day work week has increased sharply and the number of those that are open to the idea are growing as well. Some firms have indicated that productivity has increased, with reduced costs. These results have encouraged employers to consider reducing the number of workdays. The AFL-CIO suggests that a four-day work week would be a more efficient use of energy and resources. The organization isruping to urge companies to adopt such policies.

The Picketers

Local picketing of Farah pants resumes

Local unions have reported continued picketing by workers at the Farah plant in Westboro, Massachusetts, involving the workers' efforts to improve wages and working conditions. The picketing began earlier this year and has continued sporadically since then.

The picketers have been under increasing pressure from management and law enforcement. There have been reports of violence and threats of violence against the picketers.

The company, which manufactures slacks and other clothing items, has been accused of using oppressive tactics to try to break the picketing. The company has denied these allegations.

The local union, which represents the workers at the plant, has filed charges against the company with the National Labor Relations Board.

The union has called for an end to the picketing and has urged the company to negotiate a fair contract with the employees.

Despite some detractors

Four-day work week gaining favor

By Tim Taxer
For The Daily Iowan

The four-day work week may soon become a reality for many workers. As companies continue to adopt the concept, it is becoming increasingly popular. The four-day work week is a concept that originated in Japan in the 1970s and has been adopted by many companies around the world.

The concept of the four-day work week is gaining favor among employers and workers alike. Many companies have implemented the concept, and it has been successful in terms of increased productivity and reduced costs. The four-day work week is also seen as a way to improve work-life balance for employees.
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Special committee to oversee?

Last week at a conference attended by all of the nation's top student organizations, in which former government-aided students, they all agreed, save one, that the creation of an independent office would have the primary job of removing abuses of presidential power, would be very beneficial to students.

I'm thinking that the function of the office would be to received complaints from students would recognize the public and civil servants, “who want to be heard but feel that they have nowhere to turn.”

The one participant voting against this proposal, did so with the belief that it would do more to set up the creation of just one more office in which the power would be in the hands of another “elite.”

Otherwise, it would be to have an office of this kind established, but the trouble would be when this office, like all others, begins to ignore its bowels. It will happen——that we can be certain.

Another problem which would arise if we set up this position, would be the constant bickering between this office and the executive branch. With all the arguing and hangings that is presently taking place, we can ill-afford to split this country even more by adding fuel to this fire, which is exactly what would happen if this office was created.

But that is not all the paranoid issue. The scholars all agreed that the President's power was too strong, and even somewhat opaque to those who would be greeted to these inroads of power.

The nomination of a new independent office to oversee the President is not necessary. We should not forget that our political system is based on checks and balances and that it is only in this way that just the peace of our nation is to be preserved.

Perhaps student lies are not present to be found in the most equitable manner. Perhaps the special student office would be better. And a student’s opinion of him that their money is spent is laudable. Each student speaks for the one who is not here, just as he does for those who are in this office. We are in the hands of another “elite,” a bit of the future office. was never guilty of the same.

Credence of this office would accomplish nothing——Congress effectively doing their job would accomplish something.

Wayne Haddy

...and weakness

What will Congress do now?

Gerald Ford is the 46th Vice President and seems to lack the one quality that President Nixon seems so much in a Vice President. ability to be President. No one can the American public say, “Nixon’s best insurance is his Vice President.”

Will Congress go ahead and answer America’s questions about Watergate? Probably not, the President is Congress is basically a weak one. In the face of the Congress by President, no longer can the American public say, “Nixon’s best insurance is his Vice President.”

But before everyone has our new new office, our new office.

Congress is basically weak. One task at the aforementioned conference was to present the Congress to a problem:

At least one local Congressman said this weekend that “the President himself is the best insurance we have in Congress to try and keep the President in office through the 1974 election.” Best or easiest?

Six Cress

Gay Lib

In the Editor

Bob Commings has left us his review of "Blaze in Love." "Nina's" was appearing, as you should know, when the tires were ripped off the bus, the tires were not replaced, and now we have to go out and find them. This makes me wonder if the tires were really good.

In the News

Commings has reviewed "Blaze in Love," as which implies, "Blaze in Love" is a character. The tires are a symbol of Nina's program and makes her tire replacement. If the tires are replaced, it's because they were never replaced to begin with. The tires were never replaced because the replacement was never ordered and restocked. I can't believe these differences could exist in the past, as this film is a perfect example of what tires are supposed to be.

Tell all?

In the Editor

Dear Mr. Mulford's

I was made aware of Iowa's story last week. The Hawks are a team that has had a long history of being one of the top Big Ten teams. After being made aware of Iowa's story, I was not surprised to hear that Iowa's story was not related to Iowa's football, but to Iowa's basketball.

Iowa is not related to Iowa's new coach, Bob Commings, who has been hired to take over the Hawkeye basketball team. Commings was hired because of his experience with Iowa's basketball team, which has been successful in recent years.
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Tenure to be put to test

Editor's Note—This is the second article in a series of three examining the continuing problem of the tenure system at universities. In her articles, the author argues that the system is flawed and proposes ways to improve it.

1. By O. N. CLAYTON

Contributing Editor

The tenure system at universities is being put to the test by the recent controversy over whether to grant tenure to professors who have been denied it in the past. The controversy has sparked a debate about the fairness of the tenure system and the role of the university in academic freedom.

The tenure system is a way of protecting academic freedom, allowing professors to speak and write without fear of losing their jobs. However, the system has been criticized for being too rigid and for protecting only those who are already established in their careers.

It is important to note that the tenure system is not perfect and that it has limitations. However, the system has served its purpose well and it is unlikely that it will be completely reformed.

In conclusion, the tenure system is an important part of academic freedom and it is important to continue to protect it. However, it is also important to continue to examine and improve the system to ensure that it serves its purpose well.
It's a 'Whole Earth' take-off!

By HERSHEY BERNICK

Pompey Writer

Next spring, if the need for some information should arise, chances are that the information could be found in a handy reference book called "Compost." "Compost" could be compared to a phone book's yellow pages, only not quite as ponderous. It is a little more "green." "Compost" is being compiled under the direction of Cheryl Morris, the Iowa County Regional Planning Coordinator, and Greg Schmidt, D. S. Vill Arears, of Action Studies. This is the first effort on the part of a local government to publish available services in such a large area. These levels will be covered: state, county and university.

"Compost" is not set up like a telephone book. Information in the book will be organized according to the function of the service rather than alphabetically. For example, an entry for "salvage" would tell where there are WATS (White Annex Tel) centers, where they could possibly be used, where from whom one could buy handicrafts and where to see directly a problem to avoid the usual red tape. The first "Compost" was published in LRP, and there will be two in 1973. It was about 80 pages long, and over 1,000 copies were sold at $1.00 each.

A preliminary report was sent to ISU businessmen to help determine the format of the book. The report was sent to a sample of 250 businesses, and the response was overwhelming. The sample included both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations.

The catalog will be classified into two sections, one for those persons and only the section that concerns them.

A preliminary report was sent to ISU businessmen to help determine the format of the book. The report was sent to a sample of 250 businesses, and the response was overwhelming. The sample included both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations.

There is a lot of work to be done yet, though, and Schmidt said they will need many volunteers. Some will be needed to gather information not covered by the questionnaire, and some as it is ready to be put together, people will be needed to proofread and index the book.

Local credit can be earned by working on "Compost." There is also a project for students to work with social, mental, and urban planning, and any student doing graduate work might get his data from "Compost," as it is ready to use.

Close reading of the words and lines will show that we have found a number of holes in our knowledge of what people do and where they do it and how they do it. This is truly a piece of software for the expression purpose of getting some of the things people want done, and we have tried to come up with a good way to speak with.

Cleaning down

So don't blame those who are cleaning down. We haven't answered another question a few months ago, as we wish to do. This office should be able to rely on you for keeping up with the need for "Compost." We would also suggest that people might call the charge. Go in the red doors on Jefferson, downstairs, and to anyone can leave clothing or pick it up.

Distributing Christmas Clearing Bureau for the express purpose of creating a handsome grouping of greenery, candles, little lights, use lots of garlands of growing and growing. They expect over one hundred people to stay the night in their holiday retreat, department stores.

SOMEWHAT greenery, candles, little lights, use lots of garlands of growing and growing. They expect over one hundred people to stay the night in their holiday retreat, department stores.

Crises push home lighting alternatives

By The Associated Press

Christmas is a time of bright lights, bright colors, and bright smiles. But there are a few people who are old enough to remember the days before the advent of incandescent bulbs, when lighting a Christmas tree was no easy task. The Christmas tree was a tradition, but it was a tradition that required a lot of effort and a lot of money.

There are always an important aspect of the bulbs. "Compost" provides a list of all the major Christmas tree companies in the United States, and it provides a list of all the areas where tree farms are located. This information is available in "Compost.""Compost" is now being used in Oregon, Washington, and California.

Evergreens

In the lumber industry the term evergreen has two meanings. Vertically, down from the top, the term evergreen refers to a tree that is always green. Horizontally, from the side, the term evergreen refers to a tree that is always green.

Denim tree

In a teenage room or upstairs or in a basement, one might order a denim tree. A denim tree is a tree that is made from denim. The denim is cut into strips, and the strips are then sewn together to form a tree. The tree is then decorated with Christmas ornaments.

Measuring

You might get a feel of how much soil is needed by measuring the trunk of the tree. The trunk of the tree is the part of the tree that has the most soil. The trunk is usually measured by wrapping a tape measure around the tree at the base, and then taking the measurement of that part of the tree. You could also measure the diameter of the tree at the base.

There is also a formula that is used to determine the amount of soil that is needed. This formula is:

\[ V = \frac{\pi r^2 h}{3} \]

where:

- \( V \) is the volume of soil needed
- \( r \) is the radius of the tree
- \( h \) is the height of the tree

The formula is used to determine the amount of soil that is needed.

Lists indoor safety tips

By The Associated Press

University students at the University of Iowa, for example, have a different way of looking at Christmas trees. They have a way of looking at Christmas trees that is different from the way that people who are not university students look at Christmas trees.

Once a neighborhood gets a reputation for doing something unique at Christmas, people will start asking about it. There might be a lot of questions asked about how the tree was decorated, how the tree was put together, how the tree was taken down, etc.
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Women's sports

The Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Department will again offer basketball, badminton, bowling and swimming next semester. Opportunities, with golf, tennis and track will also be offered.

Although the gymnastics, basketball and swimming teams are already in their season, newcomers will be welcomed for the next term.

Members of the Coaches' Committee will be available at registration to answer all questions concerning women's sports. The committee will be located near the physical education office.

Units

ATHENS, Ga. - UGA's Jimmy Wallace Ross, the former University of Georgia football coach recognized as a pioneer in the development of the game, died Sunday after being stricken by a heart attack several hours earlier.

Ross, 88, won 179 games, 168 losses and 10 ties in 33 years as a college football coach from 1960 through 1989. He is known for his dedication to the game and his impact on the sport.

He went on to serve as the athletic director at the University of Alabama, where he helped improve the program and the facilities.

Draft

NEW YORK (AP) - The National Football League's annual convocation player draft will start Tuesday, Jan. 28 in N.Y.C. The draft is open to all NFL clubs and will be conducted in three rounds over three days.

The NFL has announced that the 2023 NFL Draft will be held in Cleveland, Ohio on Thursday, April 27.

Playoffs

Next season's National Football League playoff schedule will be

Stewart

NEW YORK (AP) - Jacqueline Bissett, the retired world driving champion, was named Monday as the 1982 World Driving Champion for women.

Bissett, 36, won the "Real Deal" for the first time in her career last month.

She is expected to be a strong contender for the world title next year.

Weiskopf

NEW YORK (AP) - Tom Weiskopf, winner of the British Open in 1978, says in the final book of four months, his book will be called "The Way." The book will be a collection of his thoughts and reflections on the game of golf.

He will also include stories from his career, including his biggest successes and his biggest failures.

Use Classified Ads

Write ad below using one blank for each word.

Name. . . Phone. . . Address. . . City. . . Zip Code

To Figure Cost: Count the number of words in your ad, then multiply the number of words by the rate below. Be sure to count address and phone number. For example, an ad

Cost equals

(List number of words in your ad; then multiply the number of words by the rate below. Be sure to count address and phone number. For example, an ad

M 10c per word

D. J. Cilone, 353-2632, 8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

DAILY IOWAN

Classified Department

111 Communication Center

1-23-1923
New leader

New Iowa football coach Bob Commings announced his first major hire on Monday, replacing fired head coach Hayden Fry.

O.J.: I can gain more

LOS ANGELES (AP) — O.J. Simpson reflected on his record 2,003-yard rushing season and said Monday he can gain more next year.

"I think I'm capable. I can find myself a lot more. I'm going to push a lot harder than I did this year," Simpson said. "I think I'm capable of finding more. All I need is some rest and a better program."

Simpson was the University of Southern California's tailback who flew home after the team's 23-7 loss to Minnesota on Saturday in the Holiday Bowl, and it was his last game. He was named to the Associated Press All-America team.

"I'm going to go out to my workouts the next week. I'm going to kick the ball around. I'm going to work out with some young people that play the game," Simpson said. "I think I can contribute."

New coach Commings begins laying groundwork

BY ROY ROYER, Sports Editor

New Iowa football coach Bob Commings announced his first major hire on Monday, replacing fired head coach Hayden Fry.

Iowa and played for the most valuable player in 1960.

"I was very, very happy with his efforts," Commings said of Fry, who coached the Hawkeyes for 17 seasons. "In fact, I think it was one of the best coaching jobs I've ever done."

"I think he's going to be a winner. I think he's going to be a winner next year," Commings said.
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